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W E E K  T E N
B U I L D I N G  Y O U R  Q U E E N D O M



Now it's time to take everything I taught
you and throw it out the window, Yes
I’m serious.

I told you all of this work would be
contradictory, wouldn’t I??

You now have a beautiful toolbox full of
self-love tricks up your sleeve for when
you need it most, you have learnt how
to love, ACCEPT, trust your intuition,
set goals and move forward with love.

NOW we are elevating into embodiment
and from this place we just are, we
don’t need anything, we don’t chase a
feeling we embody it.

We are claiming it into our being as if it
already is ( because it is ) and we
expect everything we want to come to
us because it already has.

What if your answer to everything
you’ve ever wanted in life was, 
“Yeah, obviously I get to have that. ”

EMBODY YOUR

MAGIC  BABE

W E E K  T E N
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QUEENDOM
Keep having so much fun as you navigate through life.

If everything was already yours how would you act & move
through the world?

 
You can peacefully navigate what works and what doesn’t
because you already have it all NOW, know that this life

experience is the cultivation of your power.
 

It’s the process of trusting that it’s on its way, but even more than
trusting, knowing that...

YOUR ONLY JOB IN LIFE IS TO EMBODY YOU.
From here everything just comes because you want for nothing. 

 
How do we do this?

The key is to be in pleasure.
Right now at this moment, take a deep breath.

 Envision yourself placing a beautiful golden crown atop your
head. 

Adorned with the finest jewels.
 

I pronounce you queen of this queendom.
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HOW DOES A QUEEN ACT?
+ She claims her beauty.
+ She knows her worth, there is no question
+ She gives herself permission to have everything she wants
+ She delegates
+ Her home is a reflection of her inner abundance
+ Her people support & love her 
+ She trusts her intuition and listens to her initial instincts
+ She is all-knowing
+ She is all-powerful
+ She celebrates herself 
+ She celebrates others 
+ She speaks to herself with love & kindness 
+ She helps other women find their power
+ She is JOY

THIS IS YOUR STORY, YOU MAKE THE RULES

Imagine yourself for a moment running around your castle
with your best friends laughing & full of joy.
You run out to the garden where you all fall onto the grass
and look up to the sky, you can see your castle in your
peripheral, in this moment everything you’ve ever wanted
has come to you. You built your queendom exactly how
you envisioned it. You want for nothing, you have it all,
including the inner peace & freedom you knew was always
within.
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+ How can you bring this energy to your daily life?

+ What does your version of a queen look like?

+ How would it FEEL to step into the power of your inner
queen?
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+ What does your queendom look like?
There is no wrong answer here 

+ Who do you see in your queendom?



I am anything

I  SAY I  AM
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SELF IMAGE
In order to fully embody the queen within, we
have to take a hard look at our self-image.
Our self-image creates a vibration that
determines what we will/are attracting into our
lives, it also rules how we act and create our
dream life.
If we don't see ourselves as someone who
can achieve success then no matter how hard
we work we won’t achieve true fulfilling
success.

It is vital to rewrite our narratives of how we
see ourselves.

Anything limiting that comes up for you, invite
yourself to reframe this and embody the
allowing of it.
Remember just because you have human
emotions doesn’t mean you aren’t going to
have what you want, no, it IS the reason you
have the capacity to experience success in
every area of your life. 
Example:
“I get to have money and hold millions
even though I am scared, I still get to have
it all.”
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+ Are you still holding onto any narratives that are no longer serving
you? If so write them below

 

Now go back and do an acceptance practice with each of these things.
Remember a queen doesn’t play victim she figures out how to accept &
allow what she cannot change or she goes out and changes it!!

A queen is worshipped so you must also worship the queen,
everything that she is (you) everything she stands for, everything
she has been through, all the seeming flaws are what make her the
embodiment of success.

Labels can either box us in or empower us.
Right now let's claim what you want/are in this world.

I am a leader
I am a coach
I am a musician 
I am the embodiment of magic
I am forever learning and growing and still get to have it all in the
meantime
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By truly aligning with our purpose and speaking it to ourselves
and others with power & truth we claim it deeper into our

being. Therefore calling it into our current reality fast.
This is quantum leaping.

 

+ What labels feel expansive and in alignment with you?

A VISUALIZATION TO CONNECT TO THE QUEEN WITHIN

+ Find some meditation music that you connect with
+  Visualize in your own eyes walking through your perfect day

in your queendom 
+ From waking in the morning, see your bedroom, go to your

closet, what do you wear? 
+ Where do you go to work, what do you do during the day? 

+ How do you celebrate every night?
 

Have fun with this! Explore your perfect day and go through
every detail from morning to evening! 
Flow and create magic in this world.
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From your place of reign, you must have a connection that is
beyond YOU, your connection to spirit can look like many
things.
It can be your purpose, it can be god, it can be the universe, it
can be family.
There is no wrong way to connect to spirit, what I will say is that
when we trust in something that is bigger than us it amplifies our
life and mission.
This also brings us back to our big why. 
Why do you do what you do?

I am always talking to miss universe and the energy that
permeates us all, I believe in the collective consciousness. We
just are, to me, this feels good, it feels aligned.
Whatever feels good to you, let that be!

If your connection to spirit is through your purpose then make a
practice of worshipping it every day. 
Connect to that place beyond you, YOUR WHY in this lifetime.
There is a powerful quote in a course in miracles that says,

Where would you have me go
What would you have me do
What would you have me say
And to who?

Repeat this every morning to the universe.

CONNECTION TO SPIRIT
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asking for a sign

I believe when we are asking for a sign, that is the sign. 
All we are really asking for is permission to have, be or do
whatever we are asking for a sign-on.
The reason we are asking is that our soul knows there is
more beyond the current reality, there is something ready to
be expanded and this can be really scary, which is why we
ask for signs to confirm what we want is true or possible.

This plays to the core of our fear, making big decisions
threatens our ego, our safety, our comfort. 
This is why most people don’t go for what they want.
Because there is real fear attached, we can see what we
are going to lose but not what we will gain.
We have all done it, stayed in jobs or relationships too long,
or let a dream die because we believed more in what we
would lose and not what we would gain, but what if what we
gain is SO much bigger than what we let go of?

It’s hard to wrap your head around because our minds see
what’s consciously in front of us, and what is clearly going
to be lost. This is where deep trust comes in when creating
our dream life. Ask yourself...

What if when I did the "thing" that I am asking permission on
all my dreams came true? 
What if I make ten times more money?
What if an even more aligned relationship exists?
What if?
Let me tell you, babe, it is all possible.
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What I believe we do receive is affirmations from the universe
which come in the forms of...

+ Feathers 
+ Numbers, ex 111 1111 4444 or 747 it can be any mix but
you will see these repeated often during your day, write
them down and look up your angel number to see what

they mean
+ Tarot one card pulls are a beautiful way to get

confirmation from spirit
+ A sign, like a literal sign, billboards, bus ads etc.

+ Books will stand out to you, there is a message in there
don't hesitate! 

+ And so many more, keep your eyes out! 
The universe is always talking to us

What I do know for sure in my own life, is every

time I have taken a big leap out of love & not fear,

I was greatly rewarded.

 

Asking for the sign is the sign babe.

 

What have you been asking for a sign on?
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When we are scared to take big leaps we tend to talk
to friends, family, partners to help us through big
decisions. Having support through our journey is vital,
the only issue that can arise is talking to the wrong
people, we must talk to others that can hold the bigger
vision for us.
No one will have your exact vision because it is
YOURS, it is unique to you.
We can start to doubt ourselves if someone doesn't
tell us exactly what we want to hear, or if we talk to
anyone who is living from contraction, not expansion,
we allow it to bring us back down and feel the weight
of unsureness hit again. That weight I am talking
about IS the permission, it's the feeling of 
"what if I didn't do this?"
That's all the permission you need babe, now just take
the first step and keep trusting in yourself.    
So instead of asking others for permission, give it to
yourself.

I GIVE MYSELF PERMISSION TO...

giving yourself permission



An altar is a sacred space where you set intentions, honour your
energy, goddesses, mother earth and a place to enhance your
manifestations! A physical representation of your constant journey to
choose yourself.  

Alters are found everywhere, temples, churches, weddings, any place
of ceremony or celebration usually has an alter. 
I love having an alter in my home, the magic you feel from it is
amazing! This space is a representation of your soul, you can add
photos, goals, manifestations candles etc. Your altar doesn't have to
take up much space, it can be a small corner or even a shelf in your
closet!

I love representing the five elements in my alter, they are...

Earth - nature, sacred feminine, grounding 
Air - mind, courage, creativity
Fire - sexual energy, manifestation 
Water- emotions, subconscious
Spirit - a bridge between body & soul

Your alter can include,
Fresh flowers, crystals, candles, water, a little bowl of dirt or a rock, a
feather or incense, photos of things you are manifesting, your written
goals & wishes, objects you love, pretty decor, there are no rules babe
add anything your heart desires! 

BUILDING AN ALTER
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MAGICK

You can use your altar as a place to meditate, do tarot, honour the
goddesses, ask questions, set intentions, write in your journal or
dance in front of ! An altar is a sacred physical space for you to go
to connect to spirit/purpose however that looks to you babe.
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Magick is anything you express from love & freedom,
What magick are you naturally drawn to? 
We all have an innate way that we express our magick.

Whether that's being called to…
+ Tarot
+ Meditation
+ Singing
+ Painting
+ Dancing
+ Cooking 
+ Gardening etc

Do you talk to trees? Do you make gorgeous bouquets of flowers
for your home? Do you infuse love into all the food you cook? Do
you love to make people laugh?
For as long as I can remember I was connected to earth magic,
being in nature, with animals, the sacred ritual of spells &
imagination ( visualization ). It goes as far back as I can remember.
Look back to your childhood for clues on what you loved
expressing naturally.
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+ What expressions have you always been guided to?

+ What would you like to learn more about and infuse into your
life?

+ What do others say your natural abilities are?



THIS IS IT, BABY, YOU DID IT!!!!!!!!!!
As you go forth continuing to build your queendom and

shine your light I want you to remember this.

You get to have it all. 
No matter what comes up in life, how you feel, what

situations arise and self-doubt comes creeping back in,
Remind yourself

 

"I get to have it all anyways."
You are so powerful my love.

I am so excited to see how your journey unfolds and am so
grateful I got to be a small part of it.

You have created so much change over the past ten
weeks.

Now it’s time to CELEBRATE YOU!!!
 

You have this program for life so come back to it anytime
you want to refresh.

 I am always here for you as a friend and sister.
 

Again thank you for choosing The Rose Academy. 
And choosing me as your self-love high priestess. 

 
 

N O W  G O  F O R T H  A N D  S H I N E .

            Pia RoseLove Always,
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